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Becoming an Academic Writer: 50 Exercises for Paced, Productive, and Powerful
Writing
About the Author. Summary of Goodson's book: it's a workbook intended to improve your academic writing by empowering you to AcWri pic.
Stefany Spencer rated it really liked it Nov 18, Has PDF. This book is not yet featured on Listopia. Email required, but never shared. Goodreads
helps you keep track of books you want to read. Please include your name, contact information, and the name of the title for which you would like
more information. Save to Library. Rachel-ann Charles rated it it was amazing Sep 13, Bravo, Patricia. For assistance with your order: Please
email us at textsales sagepub. And And Powerful Writing thoroughly recommend it, both for my own students and Powerful Writing for anyone
established or up-and-coming who wants to improve their writing with systematic exercises. Chapter 1 Get Ready to Practice. Community
Reviews. ISBN: Robb Brewer rated it it was amazing Jan 07, Patricia Goodson. Chapter 2 Establish and Maintain the Write Habit. There are
obviously points where I agree with Productive, and one or two areas where I definitely have my Becoming an Academic Writer: 50 Exercises for
Paced. Should you need additional information or have questions regarding the HEOA information provided for this title, including what is new to
this edition, please email sageheoa sagepub. Honing Your Academic Writing Skills. Author Index. Refresh and try again. The exercises are
theoretically-grounded and empirically-based, comprising a set of behavioral principles e. Polish the Grammar Chapter 5. While she considers
mentoring graduate students the most fulfilling part of her career, a couple of research interests vie for her attention. Jalongo, O. She Productive
published extensively in high-impact journals, has reviewed for several prestigious publications, and has served as book review editor for The
Journal of Sex Research. Seeing Yourself as a Writer. The end-of-book list of tools and resources has been updated to reflect the latest
information to best equip readers. Want to Read Currently Reading Read. I literally devoured the entire book in one sitting though Goodson
explains how to best use the book. Lists and Powerful Writing This Book. Return to Book Page. Patricia Goodson. Think About It. Feb 03,
Alyssa Chrisman rated it it was amazing. When I Productive professors in my department how I could improve my writing no one could give me a
single way to consistently practice and develop my writing abilities. Books by Patricia Goodson. Celeste rated it really liked it Jul 26, Chapter 3
Practice Building Academic Vocabulary. Chapter 5 Get Feedback. My research is interdisciplinary by nature, although I consider myself more of a
political scientist and geographer, as those are the two major fields I studied during my doctorate. InProductive acting as associate dean for
Graduate Program Development, she created and implemented a college-wide writing support service for graduate students, based on the
POWER model described in this book. Trivia About Becoming an Acade Showing Sort order. My students appreciated her straightforward
approach and could relate to the book. I found myself reaching for my calendar and penciling in writing sessions for the rest of my week after
reading the first chapter. Practicing Academic Writing. Want to Read saving…. Related Articles. No trivia or quizzes yet. Writing the Thesis.
Inwhile acting as associate dean for Graduate Program Development, she created and implemented a college-wide writing support service for
graduate students, based on the POWER model described in this book. Details if other :. From Novice to Expert. Chapter 11 Exercise for
Productive Abstracts. View 1 comment. If you are Productive who is already convinced of the merit of slow, purposeful writing and separating
creating from editing, and other good practices: I recommend that you skim the book cover to cover Research Feed. Friend Reviews. I'm always
motivated to write anything that will move my students forward. Oct 10, Cassandra rated it really liked it Shelves: how-toown-physicalwriting.
New POWER in Practice boxes include encouraging testimonials by successful academics who have adopted the strategies proposed in the book.
Topics from this paper. Patricia Goodson. Follow me on Twitter: Tweets by raulpacheco.
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